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Equity-Centred
Design Framework
IDEATE

EMPATHIZE

NOTICE

DEFINE

PROTOTYPE

REFLECT

TEST

We followed the Equity-Centred Design
Framework for this project.
This methodology utilizes a solution-based
approach to tackling complex issues. It does this
through understanding the human needs involved,
by re-framing the problem in human-centric ways,
by creating many ideas in brainstorming sessions,
and by adopting a more hands-on approach.
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Project Timeline
NOTICE

Problem statement 1.0
"How might we engage small

EMPATHIZE

DEFINE

Narrowing our focus

Problem statement 2.0

Local businesses, like Do Chay, "How can we support the food

businesses in the Kensington-

were never contacted by

Cedar Cottage (KCC) area in a

community initiatives.

post-pandemic, green
recovery, and climate action."

and beverage businesses in
Kingsway in a green recovery."

IDEATE

Proposed solutions
Idea #1 - E-Scooters
Idea #2 - Storytelling app
Idea #3 - Food Sharing

Kensington-Cedar Cottage

Program

(KCC) -> Kingsway / Little

Combine Idea #1 + Idea #2

Saigon.
Small businesses -> food and
beverage establishments.

PROTOTYPE

Logistics of artogo (3Cs)

IDEATE

DEFINE

REFLECT

Final solution: artogo

Problem Statement 3.0

Idea pivot

Connect - local businesses

Bridging small businesses

"How can we engage small

Barriers with affordability,

who would love to

and community members

businesses in the Kingsway

viability, safety, and

showcase their story.

through art and technology.

neighborhood of Little

Contract - local artist to

Introducing the concept of

Saigon on resiliency, while

design NFT art based on the

Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs).

business's story.

Incentivizing walkability

Create - store the

among users.

also encouraging a postpandemic, walkable
community."

accessibility on proposed
solutions.
Relying entirely on key
partners to supply scooter
hardwares.

business's story and the art
on our app.

TEST

The pilot study

REFLECT

art>o>go

Growth & Expansion

Small businesses willingly

Increased walkability.

shared their story.

Neighborhood expansion

Local artist to create art

prospect.

pieces.

Shift from ethnic stories to

Received feedback on app

tourist attracttions, hidden

design.

gems, and more.
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Problem Statement:

Process

PS 1.0
Problem Statement 1.0
"How might we engage small business owners
within the Kensington-Cedar Cottage (KCC)
neighbourhood in a post-pandemic, green
recovery and climate action?"
What We Learned
Conducted secondary research on the small
businesses of the area and the main steps for
climate action in the CEAP.
Why We Changed
The problem statement itself was too broad
and needed to be narrowed down to explore
the problem deeper. Overall, climate action
needed to be addressed, but neighbourhood
resiliency had to be primarily engaged
beforehand.

Problem Statement 2.0
"How can we support the food and
beverage businesses in Kingsway in a
green recovery?"

PS 2.0
4

What We Learned
Food and drink sub-sectors were down 27.3% as
a result of COVID-19 in 2020. Many restaurant
businesses are shutting down due to the
pandemic. To add, if climate action results in the
disruption of supply chains, food and beverage
small businesses will be drastically affected.

Why We Changed
We needed to define green recovery more
appropriately. We were not being inclusive
within the scope of our chosen businesses. We
identified a specific community within
Kingsway to focus on, without thinking about
others.

Problem Statement 3.0

PS 2.0

"How can we engage small businesses in
the Kingsway neighbourhood of Little
Saigon on resiliency, while also
encouraging a post-pandemic, walkable
community?"
Little Saigon has
historically housed many
immigrant owned
businesses. The area is
full of small shops within
close proximity.

PS 3.0

To combat climate
change, we need to
ensure we engage our
community on
resiliency.

Vancouver's goal for
90% of people living
within an easy walk or
roll of their daily needs
can be attained.
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Notice:

to see or become conscious of
something or someone

/ˈnəʊ.tɪs/

Source: iPhone pictures

To address the
climate action
aspect, we
needed to better
understand the
city's
environmental
goals.
2 of many apartment buildings in the KCC neighbourhood.

What our findings suggest
Kensington-Cedar Cottage Census Data (2016):
66% of the community, including workers, are part of a "Visible Minority."
60% of the KCC population are living in an apartment.
30% of apartment residents are Caucasian.
This data indicates a disparity between
those living and those working in KCC,
which prompted us to better understand
how community's are organized.

Closer to Home: The Case for Complete Neighbourhoods
An event hosted by the City of Vancouver, SFU Urban Studies & SFU Public Square

Complete neighbourhoods are walkable + come with needed amenities.
Areas with more community engagement are more favoured.
The city is addressing our housing crisis via densification.
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The Interview Process
kie Lo
Jac

Community Member

toria Do
Vic

tae Lee
Uy

CBC Journalist

l Reay
Kar

Owner of Do Chay

"There's little to no

"Small local

recognition around

businesses are the

the historical

soul food of every

importance on Little

neighbourhood."

Saigon."

NFT Artist

"I've never been

"NFTs revolutionize

approached by any

how we look at

community

classical art pieces.

engagement

This is the first time

initiatives before."

art has evolved in
years."
Source: Instagram and Google images

5 Community
Members
18 Small Business
Owners

Pooria Arab

SFU Student/Cohort
Civic Innovation
Change Lab 2021

Eduardo Sanchez

Store Assistant Manager
88 Supermarket

Benjamin Buckley

Jennifer Chou

SFU student

Vice President of

School of

Student Life

Computing Science

SFSS Accessibility Chair

Krista Patterson

Raaj Chatterjee
Founder & CEO
Meaningful Work

Program Officer
BC Arts Council

Tim Ames
Instructor/Mentor
Civic Innovation
Change Lab 2021

Alia Sunderji
Founder
Luv the Grub

3 Government
Official Experts
12 Academics

Yoonji Choi

Nicholas Ning

Celine Nguyen

Tamara Connell

Co-captain
Social Innovation
Seed Funding

Manager of Digital
Marketing Strategy
Maximizer Software Inc.

Student/Interpreter
Beedie School of
Business Alumni

Instructor/Mentor
Civic Innovation
Change Lab 2021

Takeaways:
Demographics in KCC

Beautification and history

Community

The Kingsway strip

are changing, with

are extremely important

engagement is strong

is a place people

middle housing ushering

aspects of a

in KCC, but people will

just pass-by, but

in more young couples

neighbourhood that need

still need to be

never stay for a

and families.

to be maintained.

incentivized.

very long time.
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Empathize:

to be able to understand
how someone else feels

/ˈem.pə.θaɪz/

Our Concerns

Addressing
the issues

We may unknowingly contribute

We committed to doing extensive

our western perspectives to the
project and push plans on our
community without being aware of
how engaged the community
already is on our problem

research that engaged our
community at each design step
where we opened dialogue with the
actual community.

statement.

Why should community members
invest in the project if the duration
is for this semester and
gentrification will occur,
regardless? Similarly, are we

We enlisted the help of people familiar
with the area who could connect us
with people and businesses within
their network.

connecting with businesses in an
equitable manner?

Lack of relationships with
businesses due to cultural and
language barriers.

We enlisted the help of people familiar
with the area who could connect us
with people and businesses within
their network.
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Ideate:

[Pre-Pivot]

to form an idea of a particular thing

/ˈaɪ.di.eɪt/

Historical

Food Sharing

Storytelling App

Program

A new type of

An interactive map

Reduces waste by

micro-mobility that

that promotes

creating a leftover

promotes walkable

walkability and

communities.

food recycling

storytelling.

initiative.

Includes a narrative

Offering consumers

piece to the history

ridiculously

of Kingsway to

discounted prices

E-Scooters

Aligns with City of
Vancouver's 2030
Climate Emergency
Action Plan.
Grocery basket can

increase foot traffic.

be added for those

Can create

that are shopping

historical artifacts;

around the area.

stories will live on
for a long time with

for foods nearing
their expiration date.
One step closer to
circular economy.

an NFC/QR code.

After presenting our ideas during the Mid-Point Presentation, we were
recommended to merge Idea #1 and #2 together. From this, we had our first
proposed solution of an e-scooter and storytelling app hybrid.
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Prototype: Process
Designed an e-scooter model that
resembled cities such as Calgary or
San Francisco, that have
implemented them.

Researched the affordability of the
hardware for e-scooters, as each unit
would cost $5000.

Considered partnering with companies like
ShawMobi or Lime to incur the cost of the
scooters. However, the viability was low.

We pivoted to a new idea due to safety and infrastructure,
as scooter riders are 8x more likely to incur head injury than
bikers and the roads on Kingsway are narrow which would
require additional infrastructure to make e-scooters safe.
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Define:

to explain and describe the meaning
and exact limits of something

/dɪˈfaɪn/

"How can we engage small
businesses in the Kingsway
neighbourhood of Little
Saigon on resiliency, while
also encouraging a postpandemic, walkable
community?"

We returned to our problem statement and
determined a need for a business that is unique and
innovative. We wanted to create something fundgenerating for our community.
In a casual conversation with an artist/friend, the
idea of NFTs came to place. We never looked back.
We decided to keep the idea of our historical
storytelling app, while enriching it with digital art.

artogo is an app that delivers the first ever digital art gallery
experience providing NFT art, cultural storytelling, and a locationbased travel guide to small but mighty local business patronage.

artogo takes you on an experiential, self-guided tour around the most interesting
communities in Vancouver, encouraging people to get out of their cars and into
their own story-filled neighbourhoods.

We fuse digital media with the art of dialogue. Using our app, read about the stories
of local businesses, appreciate visual representations of their stories through
purchasable NFT art, and embark on foot for a virtual journey.

As explained early on, small businesses in the Kensington-Cedar Cottage area will
be first greatly affected by the pandemic and environmental shifts.

The Kingsway area is full of character, and densely populated. By supporting local
patronage. We know our project will have the capacity to better encourage foot
traffic.
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User Profile
munity Memb
m
er
Co

NFT Artist

siness Owner
Bu

Gary is a 25 year old male living

Emily is a design student

Carlos is the chef of a

with his partner in an apartment

who will be graduating Emily

restaurant in KCC. He takes

on Knight and Clark. He often

Carr University this Fall. It

pride in his store but more

drives to explore BC’s vast

has been difficult for her to

importantly the community that

outdoors or try new food. You can

secure a full time offer at a

supports him. He has never

find Gary shopping for his

firm due to the pandemic. On

engaged with any community

groceries locally because he’s

the side, she’s been doing

initiatives and is constantly

well connected with the

freelance work. More and

busy running his business or

Vietnamese community. He tries

more, Emily has grown fond

taking care of his family. If the

his best to expose his partner to

of NFTs and is looking for

opportunity were to arise,

the culture in the area, but doesn’t

different platforms to utilize

Carlos would like to give back

know how to start.

her talents.

to his community.

Outdoor exploration

Platform for exposure

Increased foot traffic

Rewards for small local

Recognition and

Community

businesses

Awards

engagement

Community involvement

Pioneer in art evolution

Community resiliency
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Funding
Grants
Healthy Communities Initiative
CreativeBC
Canada Council for the Arts
Heritage BC
Embark Sustainability

Total

$
50,000
30,000
25,000
10,000
2,000
------------$117,000

Costs

$

Total

---------$50,200

20,000
Salaries
15,000
iOS Development
10,000
Marketing
5,000
Business Incentive System
3,000
App Maintenance
2,500
Legal/Professional Fees
1,500
Reserve for Contingencies
1,000
Beta User Incentives
1,000
Setup, Installation and Consulting fees
500
Business Licenses & Permits
500
Stickers + QR codes
200

Our funding exceeds the amount of
costs that we incur.
By achieving even less than half of
the targeted community initiatives
and public art grants, artogo can be
supported and operational for the
first year.

Costs

The startup and 1 year operational
costs would be primarily dedicated
to iOS app development,

42.9%

maintenance and marketing.
To offset our highest variable cost
on the list which are salaries, this our
team has planned to forego their
salaries in the first year of operations
which will reduce the variable costs

Funding

drastically.
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Test:

an act of using something to find out if it is
working correctly or how effective it is

/test/

We shared our prototype with community members to gather
their insightful feedback. We used it to pinpoint aspects that
may be disruptive to the community.

SFSS Accessibility: defined areas that needed to be adjusted for
colour-blindness, clarity, and flow.

Krista Patterson from the Digital Government confirmed that
artwork is shifting digitally towards NFTs.
By sharing our prototype, we received positive interests from 3
local artists who wish to uplift the stories of local businesses in
Little Saigon.

We worked with Do Chay to understand their story and create an
example of what business stories would look like on our app. If
we were to continue this project, Do Chay would be on board.

"Do Chay is owned and operated by siblings, Patrick and
Victoria Do. Their parents opened their first restaurant in
Vancouver over 30 years ago - a small restaurant on
Kingsway called Pho Thai Hoa. Since then, they’ve had 3
restaurant concepts and 6 restaurant locations; always
maintaining a location on the iconic Kingsway road."
Source: iPhone gallery
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Reflect:

to think carefully, especially about
possibilities and opinions

/rɪˈflekt/

Growth and Expansion
Expansion into different neighbourhoods in Vancouver beyond
businesses to hidden gems, viewpoints or points of interest.
To promote more complete and walkable neighbourhoods
which aligns with the City of Vancouver Climate Emergency
Action Plan goals.
To continue honouring ethnic histories through storytelling and to
push communities to have a pulse on the future for digital artwork.
"As the only international
"I relished in the fact that I

student in the team, I am

was working with a

grateful for the opportunity

different crowd than I am

to work alongside my team,

used to, the perspectives

who have each purshed

I've gained as a person has

myself - in different ways - in

been invaluable."

becoming a better person"

Wilson

Lauren

"Storytelling is close to my

"I enjoyed watching the

heart. I valued being able to

team progress and

implement this decolonized

enjoyed learning about the

practice to our project."

steps involved in a project"

Jocelyn

Zoya
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